
The Aftermath of Fire c. 1965 oil on board with oxyacetylene torch 179 x 274, private collection, courtesy Dunmoochin Foundation 
A triptych of genuinely tragic power – James Gleeson 1968 

Pugh felt that The Aftermath of Fire defined him as a painter – Sally Morrison After Fire 2009 Hardie Grant 

Crows 1958: in this exquisite painting, Pugh has captured the close-up, 
hostile scrutiny of a bird and emphasised it in several ways. He has an-
chored the bird into the picture by mimicking the incisions made by Abo-
riginal rock artists in the bird’s outline and the foreground and back-
ground outlines of the rocks. Two more birds pose in attitudes of suspi-
cious curiosity. They are meeting the gaze of both the viewer and the 
painter, while in the background, to the right of the posing birds, there is 
a rock-like human figure, very still and hesitating lest the scene be  
disturbed. 

Wattle and Rocks 1990 belongs to a period where Pugh was reworking 
early images. These images derive from around his home, Dunmoochin 
at Cottles Bridge, north of Melbourne. It is an area of shallow soil, li-
chen-covered rocks and light growth, the predominant species being 
apple box. Pugh often used quasi grisly motifs, such as the talon-like 
representation of the tree stump in the foreground, but he used these 
images to do several things. Here, the trunk is subtended by two, slim, 
jutting logs which could double as chick beaks being leant over by the 
probing beak of a parent bird. Pugh was fascinated by the way nature 
uses defensive weapons for nurture and, always aware that humans 
were part of nature, he saw a close alliance between love and war. He 
also used such motifs to remind us that just because an object has 
frightening connotations, it does not follow that we should be afraid of 
it – maybe it has more to fear from us. 
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Migratory Birds 1958. This is an early Pugh which demonstrates the 
technique he chose to convey his own intimate experience of the bush 
with those who looked at his paintings. Against a background of steep-
sided, challenging  masses that might be mountains, Pugh has painted 
his birds all facing in the direction of migration, whilst on the surface of 
the work the blades on the reeds through which we see the birds point 
in both directions across the picture plain, signalling that migration is 
a decision to leave, counterbalanced by a decision to stay. By dividing 
the painting up into these three plains, Pugh is following the precepts 
of the German expressionists who participated in the early twentieth 
century exhibition called The Bridge. They believed that painting should 
be from the heart and that the painter should communicate with the 

viewer through the ‘bridge’ of the picture plain. Pugh read about the German expressionists when he was a young 
soldier in New Guinea. During hand-to-hand combat with the Japanese, he painted on everything he could, in-
cluding some tent flaps he hacked off for the purpose. 

Glory be to God for Dappled Things 1988: This gouache was painted in the 
Karri forests of Western Australia. Full of delighted energy and sensitivity, 
Pugh is displaying here his feel for ‘place’. From the outset of his career 
as a young artist he took an interest in Aboriginal life and art and found 
himself unable to paint non-indigenous people (with the exclusion of his 
own family, who lived there) in the bush because they were too immersed 
in suburban, middle class life. He thought that Aboriginal art was ‘just 
right’ for Australia and loved the patterns the Aborigines used. In this 
gouache, as in several others, the feeling of place is captured, not by cli-
ché, but by the characteristics of the place – this is the place of dapple. 
Elsewhere in his gouaches, he will emphasise key features of the local 
environment that less sensitive artists simply overlook.  

Scrub Wrens 1983: In 1983, Clifton Pugh went to paint among the protestors against the 
Franklin Dam at the invitation of the Tasmanian Wilderness Society. He lived with the 
protestors for a week on Butler Island in the Gordon River. While Pugh hated the cold, he 
loved the experience. The protestors belonged to a younger generation and they staged a 
long, relentless, non-violent vigil over the forests of South West Tasmania, eventually sav-
ing them for future generations. They led Pugh into the rainforest, where, for the first time 
ever, he came across animals that were totally unafraid of humans, since they’d never en-
countered them before: to his delight, they hopped and ran all over him. The gentle spirit 
of the protest, during which those who went into the forest took great care to leave no 
trace of themselves in it, prompted Pugh to make this etching in green, a colour he had 
always had difficulty using: On examination, there are two wrens on either side of a ‘nest’ 
that doubles as the tilted head of a flute-player, on whose shoulder a third, smaller wren 
is sitting. 

Dailan and his Birds 1957: This painting is a companion piece to a Pugh icon, The World 
of Shane and Dailan 1957, which won the Art Gallery of South Australia’s Maude Vizard
-Wholohan Prize for Painting and has since belonged to AGSA. Here, Pugh’s younger 
son, Dailan is trundling through the bush, sucking his fingers, his nappy falling down. 
Pugh was trying to think what it might be like to be a child in the dry bush landscape 
around Dunmoochin. He was thinking back to his own bush childhood when he was at-
tacked by magpies and wished them dead. Yet both Shane and Dailan Pugh were at 
home in the bush and this child isn’t terrified, just doubtful, as any child in any setting 
might be doubtful. Before these images of Pugh’s, children were depicted as lost in the 
bush and the bush represented struggle and hardship – Pugh’s contemporaries, painted 
it at a distance or from an aerial perspective for its formal or Zen-like qualities. Pugh 
alone gives us the Australian bush as home and habitat. His dearest wish was to paint 
it before it disappeared. 


